Power factor and torque of a synchronous reluctance motor with a slit rotor are studied. Divided teeth made of powder magnetic core and improved windings are adopted to get high density winding and to shorten coil ends. Stainless sheet and soft magnetic metal sheet with adhesive are adopted to strengthen the rotor and the rotor structure is improved to enlarge the saliency ratio (L d /L q ). As the result, the power factor of more than 0.8 and the torque of 1.6 times at same motor size are attained.
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SynRM has good features to be made without permanent magnets and to be controlled in constant power control. But SynRM has several problems. One problem is low power factor 0.5 0.6. Other problem is big motor size. The length of coil end is large and the winding space factor in slot is not so large.
Many rotor improvements were proposed, but stator improvements were least. In this paper, both stator improvements and rotor 
SynRM is 1.6 times compared with that of conventional SynRM at rated torque and 2.4 times at 60% rated torque. Fig. 3 shows torque characteristics. The torque of developed SynRM is increased by 64% at rated torque. Fig. 4 shows power factor. That of developed SynRM is 78% at rated torque and approximately over than 80% at small torque area. 
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Power factor and torque of synchronous reluctance motors with a slit rotor are studied. In there stators, divided teeth made of powder magnetic core are adopted and windings are improved to get high space factor of stator windings and to shorten coil ends. In there rotors, stainless sheets are inserted among soft magnetic metal sheets with adhesive to strengthen the rotors and rotor structure is improved to enlarge the saliency ratio (L d /L q ). As the result, the power factor 0.78 and 1.6 times torque at same motor size are attained.
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